
Place In Time Card Series - Dearest Mother

Class Project                Featuring: Place In Time

Designed by Gloria Stengel

Supplies and Tools List:

Place in Time  - May Cut-Apart (#4500600)  
(2 sheets per student)
Place in Time - May Foundation 
(#4500599)
Regular Tag Album Staples (#4500625)  
(6 tags per package, one tag per student)
Ornate Metal Key Holes Staples 
(#4500546) (1 per student)

1 sheet (12x12) black cardstock 
6” dark purple sheer ribbon
6” purple and blue ombre sheer ribbon
White craft ink
Black dye ink
Embossing enamel or embossing powder 
(white or other shabby/vintage color)
3 white brads
Hole Punch (approx. 3/16-inch)
Postage-edge decorative scissors
Paper trimmer
Scissors
Scoring tool or bone folder
Tape runner
Dimensional adhesive
White glue 

Instructions:

1. Cut black cardstock to 11 x 4 1/4 inches. 
Score at 5 1/2 inches to make a top-fold card.

2. Trim the border from the May Foundations 
sheet and cut out a blank section at 5 3/8 x 4 
1/8 Attach to the card front.
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3. Using the reverse of the Place in Time 
May Cut-Aparts paper, cut 4 1/4 x 4 1/8 
inch piece of butterflies pattern. Attach to 
the center of the card.

4. From the front of a second sheet of 
May Cut-Aparts paper, carefully trim out 
the images shown above. Use postage-edge 
decorative scissors to trim out the postage 
image, if desired. You will also need one 
tag from a Regular Tag Album Staples.

5. Cut the 
tag in half 
and rub all 
edges with 
white ink 
or paint. 
Tie several 
lengths of 
purple 
sheer and 
ombre 
ribbon 
through the 
hole in the 
tag. Attach 
the tag to 
the right 
side of the 
card as 
shown. 

 6. Rub the 
other half 
of the tag 
with white 
ink or 

paint. Tuck a strip of purple ribbon around 
the center of the tag as shown. Attach the 
tag to the card, overlapping the tag in the 
center to allow the tag to fit onto the width 
of the card. 

7. Trim out 
the “Dearest 
Mother” image 
and mat with 
black cardstock. 
Attach to the 
right edge of 
the card with 
dimensional 

adhesive, covering the seam in the tag.

8. From the word strip, trim out “Happy 
Mother’s Day,” crumple it a bit and attach 
the strip to the top left corner of the card 
with dimensional adhesive, as shown.

9. To create the 
vintage keyhole, 
cover an Or-
nate Metal Key 
Holes Staples 
with white craft 
ink. Sprinkle 
with emboss-
ing enamel (or 
chunky emboss-
ing powder) 
and heat with a 
heat tool. 

10. Place white 
brads though 
the holes in 
the keyhole 
and attach it to 
the lower left 
corner of the 
card as shown. 

If desired, you may alter the brads with 
embossing enamel also.

11. Tuck the May postage image behind the 
keyhole as shown. 
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